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Abstract: Many current electronic medical record (EMR) sharing schemes that use proxy re-
encryption and blockchain do not fully consider the potential threat of malicious node impersonation
attacks. This oversight could lead to data leakage as attackers masquerade as legitimate users or proxy
nodes during the sharing process. To deal with this problem, we propose an EMR sharing scheme based
on proxy re-encryption and blockchain to protect against impersonation attacks. First, we prevent the
potential threat of impersonation attacks by generating a shared temporary key and assigning tasks to
multiple proxy nodes. Second, we use a random function to ensure that the selection of encrypted
proxy nodes is fair. Third, we use a combination of blockchain and the InterPlanetary File System to
solve the problem of insufficient storage capacity of shared processes and ensure the storage security
of EMRs. Through the security proof, our scheme guarantees anti-impersonation, anti-collusion, and
anti-chosen plaintext attack capability in the sharing process of EMRs. Additionally, experiments on
the blockchain platform, namely Chain33, show that our scheme significantly increases efficiency.

Keywords: anti-impersonation attack; blockchain; electronic medical record; proxy re-encryption;
data security

1. Introduction

In the current highly information-based society, data sharing has the advantages of promoting
social development and improving the efficiency of information circulation. However, there are many
potential risks in the actual process of data sharing, and impersonation attacks constitute one of the
main attack methods. Illegal attackers impersonate legitimate users to obtain unauthorized access
rights, and then access shared data or perform malicious operations [1–3]. If no effective means can
be implemented to solve the problem, the attacker may steal sensitive information, violate the privacy
of data users, and even tamper with shared data, resulting in the data receiver performing wrong
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decisions due to incorrect data. Electronic medical records (EMRs), as one type of shared data, are
widely used in the medical field. If the masquerading attack cannot be restricted, it will endanger the
privacy security of patients, and it is not conducive to obtain a correct diagnosis for medical
services [4]. It may also cause damage to the credibility of medical institutions, even leading to legal
problems in serious cases.

In the process of EMR sharing, in order to prevent the impersonation attacks from illegal users,
strong authentication of multiple factors is often used to ensure the credibility of the identity of the
sharing parties. Although accurate access verification can restrain impostors to a certain extent, there
are still some cases in which attackers can successfully pass the verification test. Therefore, it is often
necessary to encrypt the EMR during the sharing process to ensure that even if the attacker has access
to the EMR, they cannot easily read or tamper with its content. However, the encryption of EMRs
also needs to address the risk of encryption key leakage. If simple symmetric encryption is used to
solve it, once the symmetric key is illegally eavesdropped, the problem of data security still exists [5].
Although the asymmetric key can alleviate it to a certain extent, its nature will cause the sharing process
to become cumbersome. Therefore, how to effectively ensure the security of EMR sharing is worthy
of our in-depth study.

As a new technology, blockchain has been applied in many scenarios such as finance, the Internet
of Things (IoT), credit information and ownership management [6]. It has the characteristics of
decentralization, traceability and immutability. In the medical record sharing scenario, it can also
enable and engender shared EMR security, trustworthiness and source traceability. Transparency and
security for medical applications can be achieved through blockchain, contributing to a reliable and
secure healthcare system [7]. As an extension of cryptography, proxy re-encryption technology is
mainly used to solve the problems of data security and privacy protection in the process of ciphertext
sharing. In proxy re-encryption, the ciphertext encrypted by the data owner can be converted into
another ciphertext by the Re-encryption key (ReKey), and the converted ciphertext can be decrypted
by the private key of the data requester. At the same time, the proxy cannot obtain any information
about the corresponding plaintext throughout the whole process of ciphertext conversion.

In view of the above problems, we proposes an EMR sharing scheme based on proxy re-encryption
and blockchain. First, we added a shared temporary key in the shared encryption process, and divided
the labor of multiple proxy nodes to prevent the potential harm of impersonation attacks and resist
collusion attacks. Second, we have guaranteed the fairness of the selection of encrypted proxy nodes
through the use of a random function to ensure that the task allocation to multiple proxy nodes is
randomly fair. Third, we have applied a combination of blockchain and the InterPlanetary File System
(IPFS) to solve the problem of insufficient storage capacity of shared processes and ensure the storage
security of EMRs. Through the security proof, our scheme guarantees anti-impersonation,
anti-collusion, and anti-chosen plaintext attack capability in the sharing process of EMRs.
Additionally, experiments on the blockchain platform, namely Chain33, show that our scheme
considerably improves efficiency.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. The Section 2 introduces the literature review.
Section 3 puts forward the scheme design, including the scheme model, scheme design for
anti-impersonation attack, the system algorithm and an application scenario. Section 4 proves the
security of this scheme. Section 5 describes the experimental results and discussion in detail. Finally,
in Section 6, the full text is summarized and the future research direction is discussed.
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2. Literature review

2.1. Blockchain technology

In recent years, the development of blockchain technology has provided new ideas for solving the
secure storage and management of medical data. The storage and circulation of EMRs are often
limited within hospitals, and the “information island” of data can significantly inconvenience patients
when visiting different hospitals. The birth of blockchain technology can overcome this limitation.
An EMR storage scheme based on blockchain can store data in the decentralized blockchain network,
thereby avoiding the security risks in the centralized database storage method. At the same time,
blockchain technology can also ensure the non-tampering and traceability of data, thereby enhancing
the security and credibility of medical data [8]. Different from the traditional electronic medical
platform, there is no centralized organization in the blockchain system, and all nodes jointly maintain
the security of the system. The consensus mechanism coordinates all nodes to reach the only result
accepted by all nodes, so as to realize the data consistency of each node and ensure the authenticity of
the blockchain data. Therefore, the use of blockchain can solve the problems of trust and security in
the sharing process [9]. Neela and Kavitha [10] proposed a blockchain-driven encryption scheme that
employs chaotic deep generative adversarial networks to bolster the limited image encryption
capabilities of conventional cloud storage systems. The primary objective was to fortify the secure
storage of medical images and safeguard them from potential hacker attacks. Qu [11] proposed a
robust and practical Byzantine fault-tolerant system for managing medical information on the
blockchain. The primary objective of this system is to ensure the integrity and confidentiality of
medical data, guarding against unauthorized tampering and leakage. Huang et al. [12] proposed a
privacy-preserving framework built upon blockchain technology. This approach utilizes
zero-knowledge proofs to validate if a patient’s medical data satisfy certain predefined criteria set
forth by a research institution. By adopting this method, secure data sharing can be accomplished
among multiple entities without compromising patient privacy. Liu et al. [13] proposed an EMR
storage and sharing scheme, where the nodes in the scheme possess both traceability and anonymity.
Furthermore, the scheme utilizes a decentralized consortium blockchain to address the issue of
malicious nodes being unidentifiable in a completely anonymous sharing schemes. Wang et al. [14]
proposed a blockchain-based EMRs sharing scheme by utilizing attribute-based encryption (ABE)
with fixed-size attributes. This scheme incorporates the access policy directly into the search results of
the blockchain, enabling authorized users to conduct multi-keyword Boolean searches on encrypted
EMRs. Marichamy and Natarajan [15] proposed a cryptographic hash generator technology for secure
and trusted data storage and transmission based on blockchain in the Hadoop Distributed File System.
Medical data are divided into sensitive data and insensitive data, where sensitive data are encrypted by
discrete shear wave transformation, and stored in the blockchain to enhance the security level.

2.2. Anti-impersonation attack technology

Although the emergence of blockchain technology has provided many conveniences for data
sharing, its openness and the use of asymmetric keys also make data sharing susceptible to
impersonation attacks. In order to address the security vulnerabilities caused by impersonation
attacks, Yang et al. [16] proposed an enhanced blockchain-based non-pairing certificateless signature
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scheme. This scheme introduces a new random value ωi into the signature generation algorithm and
utilizes the hash function value µi to bind system public keys and user public keys and consequently
mitigate the risks of general impersonation attacks. To defend against public key replacement attacks
and joint attacks by malicious sensor nodes, Yang et al. [17] optimized the unpaired certificateless
aggregate signature scheme. The enhanced scheme adopts fixed-length aggregate signatures,
effectively reducing transmission bandwidth. Kholidy [18] proposed a method to detect cloud
computing impersonation attacks by associating user behaviors in different environments, analyzing
sequences of relevant system calls from virtual machine operating systems, and using NetFlow data
from the network environment. Neural networks are used for integrated inference to produce better
detection results. Yang et al. [19] proposed a heterogeneous signature encryption scheme from public
key infrastructure to identity-based cryptography, and they conducted a multi-ciphertext equivalence
test in a Network of vehicles to ensure that inter-vehicle communication data are protected from
illegal access and impersonation attack by malicious vehicles. Ma et al. [20] designed a novel
cloud-based industrial IoT deployment scheme with an unpaired dual-server setup, eliminating the
need for bilinear pairs and the use of secure channels to provide users with security guarantees against
impersonation attacks. Zhang and Zhou [21] developed an IND-CCA secure multi-authority
ciphertext policy ABE scheme with outsourced decryption and a progressive mode by using
zero-knowledge proofs to protect users’ secrets from being leaked to servers. Due to the randomness
of authentication messages, it can resist impersonation attacks by malicious servers.

2.3. Proxy re-encryption technology

In traditional approaches to EMRs storage, symmetric encryption or double encryption is
commonly employed. However, the encrypted data can only be decrypted by the data owner,
impeding effective data sharing. Therefore, an innovative encryption scheme is imperative to enable
secure data sharing. In 1998, Blaze et al. [22] proposed the concept of proxy re-encryption at the
European Cryptography Conference. This approach allows encrypted data to be shared without
revealing the encryption keys. The process involves transforming the ciphertext through the use of a
semi-trusted proxy node. Prior to performing this transformation, a ReKey needs to be generated and
sent to the proxy node. Once the ReKey is received, the proxy node can re-encrypt the ciphertext and
forward it to the intended recipient. Decryption of the re-encrypted ciphertext into plaintext is only
possible by using the recipient’s private key, thus achieving the objective of data sharing. Throughout
the entire ciphertext transformation process, the proxy node remains unable to access any information
about the corresponding plaintext. Guo et al. [23] proposed a non-interactive accountable proxy
re-encryption scheme. This method introduces a mechanism to verify if the proxy is misusing the
ReKey to access the data owner’s decryption capability. Fan et al. [24] proposed an innovative scheme
for cloud computing known as timed-release proxy conditional re-encryption. This scheme allows
individuals to share specific files with others, but with the added flexibility of setting time constraints
on the sharing process. Azbeg et al. [25] proposed an advanced medical system that combines the IoT
with blockchain technology to ensure strong security. The integrated system uses proxy re-encryption
to enhance security, and it uses proxy nodes to store hash data and thus guarantee the privacy and
authenticity of sensitive EMRs. Manzoor et al. [26] proposed a cutting-edge market for sharing IoT
data based on blockchain technology. This innovative system integrates smart contracts with proxy
re-encryption technology, ensuring that data visibility is restricted solely to the data owners and
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authorized personnel within the smart contract, thus providing a secure solution for the storage and
management of sensor data.

In traditional proxy re-encryption, public key certificates are required to authenticate the identity
of users, and the management and storage of certificates undoubtedly increase implementation
difficulties. Therefore, in 2007, Green and Ateniese [27] proposed an identity-based proxy
re-encryption (IBPRE) scheme. This scheme allows the proxy to efficiently transform ciphertext that
has been encrypted by using user A’s identity information into ciphertext encrypted by using user B’s
identity information directly. Then this encryption scheme was continuously extended, Wang et
al. [28] proposed an IBPRE scheme that achieves unidirectionality, versatility, and CCA2 security
through the use of random padding techniques. Xiong et al. [29] proposed a perforated identity-based
scheme that incorporates a message server as a proxy for ciphertext transformation among group
participants. This approach allows the receiver to selectively revoke their decryption capability for a
specific message without impacting other messages within the group to semicolon, effectively
safeguarding the security and privacy of group messages ensures that sensitive information remains
protected and accessible only to authorized recipients. Maiti and Misra [30] proposed an innovative
approach to IBPRE, enhancing the confidentiality of the receiving group’s identities in the
re-encrypted broadcast ciphertext and thereby further enhancing user privacy. Ge et al. [31] proposed
a revocable IBPRE scheme to address the issue of data owners’ inability to leverage cloud computing
advantages in traditional IBPRE schemes for efficient shared key generation. The scheme allows the
proxy server to revoke a specified list of delegations made by data owners who use re-encryption keys
and generate new shared keys, thereby fully leveraging the efficiency of cloud computing for secure
sharing with revocation. Zhou et al. [32] proposed an IBPRE scheme with cryptographic reverse
firewall to address the problem of open networks and semi-trusted cloud service providers exposing
users’ private medical data to backdoor attackers. They used identity attributes to solve the problem
of attackers conducting infiltration attacks through the data sharing process. Lin et al. [33] proposed
an IBPRE scheme for fog computing scenarios. The scheme utilizes anonymous techniques to
generate encryption keys and employs a public channel for key distribution, thus avoiding the
cumbersome issue of key escrow. Xu et al. [34] proposed an IBPRE scheme, allowing the sender to
encrypt messages by explicitly specifying the identities of multiple recipients. This approach
empowers the sender to delegate the ReKey to a proxy node, facilitating the conversion of the initial
ciphertext into a new ciphertext that is suitable for a distinct group of intended recipients. Yao et
al. [35] proposed a revocable conditional IBPRE scheme with ciphertext evolution, which supports
updating ciphertexts to adapt to new identity keys and achieving authorization revocation through
ciphertext evolution after identity keys are changed. Kan et al. [36] proposed an IBPRE scheme for
duplicate data elimination, it combines cloud duplicate data elimination with access control, allowing
the cloud server to eliminate redundant data based on user identity and ownership to save storage
space. This overcomes the difficulty that is typically associated with traditional data deduplication
technology when eliminating duplicate encrypted data.
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3. Methodology design

3.1. Scheme model

Figure 1 shows the proposed EMR sharing scheme model, which is mainly composed of five parts,
namely, a storage server, data owner, data requester, smart contract and proxy.

Ciphertext ReCiphertextDate Onwer Proxy Date Requester

Smart Contract

BlockchainBlockchain IPFSIPFSBlockchain IPFS

Upload Download

Rekey

ReEnc

Invoke Verify

Figure 1. Scheme model of EMR sharing system.

1) Storage server: The storage server consists of blockchain and the IPFS. According to the
application scenario for this scheme, medical institutions and regulatory authorities are used as
consensus nodes to form the consortium blockchain. As a trusted platform, blockchain interacts with
and records all entities in the system. However, due to the limited storage space of the consortium
blockchain, the data storage cannot be completed alone, so the decentralized IPFS cluster is used to
store the encrypted electronic prescription. The initial ciphertext Cdate of the EMR is generated by
offline symmetric encryption and stored in the IPFS. The IPFS hash index
HIPFS = H256(H256(block1) ∥ ... ∥ H256(blockn)) and the symmetric key of the file are used as plaintext,
which is defined as M = key ∥ HIPFS , and the plaintext is hashed and stored to the blockchain. This
storage method has the advantages of non-repudiation and immutability.

2) Data owner: The patient has absolute control over the electronic health record. The data owner
initiates the sharing of EMRs by calling the smart contract, sets the access conditions to realize the
fine-grained division of access to encrypted data, and generates a shared public key set according to
the public key of the data requesters.

3) Data requester: Usually doctors, scientific research institutions or medical institutions request
data. When the data requester initiates a request for access to the shared medical record, they need to
pass the access permission verification of the smart contract first, and then it can obtain the
corresponding shared public key and the re-encrypted ciphertext sent by the proxy node, so as to
decrypt the data sharing.

4) Smart contract: It is mainly used to access the verification contract and randomly select the
contract. A smart contract is a computer protocol that provides verification and performs automatic
execution of contracts, which can provide access restrictions and improve sharing efficiency. In order
to prevent frequent access applications from malicious nodes from interfering with the normal sharing
of users’ EMRs, the smart contract is called to realize the access restriction and fine-grained division
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of EMRs access.

5) Proxy: It is mainly divided into encryption proxy node and transmission proxy node. The
encrypted proxy node is generated by randomly selecting contracts, which will be selected again
every certain interval, and it is responsible for the proxy re-encryption of EMRs. The transmission
proxy nodes are the remaining proxy nodes that are not selected and are responsible for transmitting
the rest of the heavy ciphertext. Since the proxy node is a semi-trusted node, its behavior will be
supervised by the regulatory department. Once the malicious behavior occurs, the proxy will be
disqualified.

3.2. Anti-impersonation design for the scheme

In order to prevent potential impersonation attacks in the process of sharing data, we mainly
designed a proxy re-encryption scheme with anti-impersonation capability to protect the sharing
security of EMRs. In the process of proxy re-encryption, it generates a temporary shared key and
randomly assigns tasks to multiple proxy nodes to prevent impersonation attacks.

The shared public key pk t is generated based on the current timestamp Tnow and the user’s public
key; the shared private key sk t is generated through the use of a private key generator, and the shared
key is only used for this medical record information sharing. Each proxy node Pi(i = 1, 2, . . . , n)
needs to generate a random number ηi(i = 1, 2, . . . , n) every time interval and send it to the random
selection contract; the contract completes the random selection of the encrypted proxy node through
calculation. After receiving the random numbers sent by all proxy nodes, the contract scrambles and
concatenates all the random numbers and calculates the hash value Hµ = hash (η1 ∥ η2 ∥ · · · ∥ ηn) of
all the random numbers µ; it then determines the proxy node candidate for proxy re-encryption by
mapping the hash value Hµ to the address list of the proxy node; the rest of the selected proxy nodes
are used as the transmission nodes of this encryption. By increasing the randomness of proxy node
selection, it reduces the possibility of collusion in the sharing process and reduces the possibility of
proxy nodes being attacked.

After receiving the public key pkB t shared by data requester Bob, the data owner generates the
ReKey RekeyA→B = (Rk1 ∥ Rk2) and splits it. Only part of the ReKey Rk2 and ciphertext C are sent to
the encryption proxy node for encryption, and then the partial ReKey Rk1 is split and sent to the rest of
the proxy nodes. After receiving the data, the encrypted proxy node is able to encrypt the ciphertext C
and output the result to Bob, while the remaining proxy nodes send part of the ReKey Rk1 fragment to
Bob. After receiving C′, Bob decrypts the plaintext M through the use of the shared private key skB t

that they own. Figure 2 shows the EMR sharing process:
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Figure 2. The EMR sharing process.

3.3. System algorithm

Table 1. Algorithm related symbolic description.

Notation Description
ID User identity information
M Plaintext
Pi(i = 1, 2, . . . , n) Proxy nodes
(pkA, skA) The key pair of the data owner Alice
(pkB, skB) The key pair of the data requester Bob
(pkA t, skA t) The shared key pair of the data owner Alice
(pkB t, skB t) The shared key pair of the data owner Bob
Tlimit Shared EMR access timeliness
Tnow The current timestamp
Cdate Initial ciphertext
C Encrypting ciphertext
C′ = C′1 ∥ C′2 ∥ C′3 Re-encrypt the ciphertext
RekeyA→B = (Rk1 ∥ Rk2) Re-encryption key
key Symmetric key
Hµ Main random number hash
HIPFS Initial ciphertext hash
HM Plaintext hash
H′M Decrypted plaintext hash

1) S etup(λ)→ (params,msk)
The input includes a security parameter λ, an additive cyclic group G1 and a multiplicative cyclic
group GT , both of which have the order of p. The bilinear mapping is denoted as e : G1 ×

G1 → GT , and g is the generator of G1. Two collision-resistant hash functions H1 : {0, 1}∗ →
G1 and H2 : GT → G1 are chosen. The output is the system’s public parameter params =
(G1,GT , p, g, e,H1,H2), and a random number s ∈ Z∗p is selected as the master secret key msk =
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{s} for the key generator PKG. The system’s public key is denoted as mpk = {g, gs}.
2) KeyGen(param,msk, ID)→ (pk, sk)

Alice and Bob respectively use their identity information such as user their ID to generate public
and private key pairs (pkA, skA) and (pkB, skB). The calculation is as follows:

pk = H1(ID) (3.1)

sk = H1(ID)s (3.2)

3) S hareKeyGen(params,msk, pk, sk)→ (pk t, sk t)
After Alice, i.e., the owner of EMR, completes the release of the smart contract, the contract
is mapped to Z∗p based on the hash calculation of the current timestamp Tnow ∈ {0, 1}∗, and the
mapping result is recorded as t ∈ Z∗p. The process to generate Alice’s shared public key pkA t, and
the shared public key of users allowed access, such as Bob’s pkB t, is computed as follows:

pk t = H1 (ID) · gt (3.3)

The shared private key is generated by the PKG, which is calculated as follows:

sk t = (pk t)s (3.4)

4) KeyEncrypt(params, pk t,M)→ C
Alice chooses a random number r ∈ Z∗P, and encrypts M by using pkA t. The encryption
calculation is as follows:

C1 = gr (3.5)

C2 = M · e(gs, pkA t)r (3.6)

C = C1 ∥ C2 (3.7)

The ciphertext C can only be decrypted and obtain M through the use of Alice’s skA t. The
calculation process is as follows:

M = C2/e (C1, skA t) (3.8)

5) RekeyGen(params, skA t, pkB t)→ RekeyA→B

After receiving the notification of successful authentication of Bob, Alice randomly generates an
element X ∈ GT and computes the following partial re-encryption key:

Rk1 = X · e
(
gs,H1 (IDB) · gt)r (3.9)

Rk2 = e
(
gr, sk−1

A t · H2 (X)
)

(3.10)

Output the partially ReKey as follows:

RekeyA→B = (Rk1 ∥ Rk2) (3.11)

The RekeyA→B is split and sent, only part of the rekey Rk2 and ciphertext C are sent to the randomly
selected encryption proxy nodes, and part of the rekey Rk1 is split and sent to the other proxy
nodes.
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6) ReEncrypt(params,C,RekeyA→B)→ C′

Upon receiving the data, the encryption proxy node can encrypt C. The encryption process is as
follows:

C′1 = C1 (3.12)

C′2 = C2 · Rk2 (3.13)

Output C′1 and C′2, and send them to Bob.
7) KeyDecrypt(params,C′, skB)→ M

Bob concatenates the partial ReKey Rk1 that has been received from the remaining proxy nodes
to obtain the complete Rk1, and sets C′3 = Rk1. Then he combines the re-encrypted ciphertext C′1
and C′2 received from the re-encrypting proxy node to form the complete re-encrypted ciphertext
C′ = C′1 ∥ C′2 ∥ C′3. Finally, he decrypts the complete re-encrypted ciphertext C′ by using skB t to
obtain M.
The previously randomly generated element X can be computed by using the private key skB t,

X = C′3/e(C′1, skB t) (3.14)

Then M is obtained by using the previously generated element X:

M = C′2/e
(
C′1,H2 (X)

)
(3.15)

After decrypting to obtain M, Bob uses S HA− 256 to hash it, consequently obtaining H′M. Then,
H′M is compared with HM. If H′M = HM, it indicates that the plaintext has not been tampered with
or replaced, and Cdate can be obtained by using the hash index HIPFS in the IPFS. Finally, the
EMRs can be obtained by decrypting it using key of the plaintext.
The scheme satisfies consistency, where for any set of public parameters, any plaintext M, and
any user identity information, the above equation holds true.
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3.4. Application scenarios
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Figure 3. Conceptual diagram for the application scenario.

As shown in Figure 3, the conceptual diagram for the actual application scenario for this EMR
sharing scheme is mainly concerned with the EMR sharing between patients and doctors, patients and
scientific research institutions, and patients and hospitals. The shared data are uploaded and
downloaded through the use of the blockchain and IPFS, and the two parties sharing the EMR
realized access verification and generated a shared key through the use of the smart contracts. The
proxy node cluster will select the encryption proxy node by implementing a random algorithm every
predetermined interval, and perform proxy re-encryption by using part of the ReKey and ciphertext to
obtain the re-ciphertext; the other proxy nodes will be used as transmission proxy nodes to send the
other part of the ReKey. After receiving the complete information of the re-ciphertext, the data
requester can decrypt the data through the use of the shared private key.

The smart contract process to achieve access verification is shown in Figure 4. The data owner
Alice needs to initiate the sharing of EMRs through the system compilation smart contract. The
content of the deployment contract includes access conditions such as the blockchain network
partition to which it belongs, the allowed user’s ID and the access time Tlimit. Once the smart contract
compilation is finalized, the contract generates a shared public key pk t, which is specific to this
medical record information sharing, based on the current timestamp Tnow and the user’s public key.
This key is exclusively utilized for the purpose of sharing medical record information. When data
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requester Bob requests access to the EMR from data owner Alice, it is subject to verification by the
smart contract. After receiving the access application, the smart contract first determines whether its
user identity satisfies the access conditions, whether the access time is within the access time, and
whether it needs to pay the cross-zone fee. After completing the verification, the shared public key
pkB t corresponding to user Bob is sent to Alice and Bob, otherwise, the smart contract informs that
user Bob has no right to access. Upon receiving the pkB t, Bob can generate the shared private key
skB t through the use of the PKG. All transaction information of the contract will be stored in the
blockchain system, and the data will not be subjected to tampering once uploaded.

Date Owner Date Requester

Set Access Conditions:

Owning 

Partition
User's ID

Shared 

Public Key 

pk_t

Access Time 

Limit

 Tlimit

Smart Contract

End

in the user identity list？

in the access time limit？

across the partition?

Send the pk_t to bothPay a fee

Y

Y

N

N

N

Y

Denial of access request

Invoke

Access VerificationPublish

Figure 4. Access verification process.

4. Security proof

4.1. Chosen plaintext attack security

The security proof for this scheme is based on the IBPRE scheme, which implies that if the
advantage of attacker A under the random oracle model can be neglected, then the scheme is chosen
plaintext secure. To prove the chosen plaintext attack (CPA) security of the scheme, the following
model has been designed.

Theorem If the IBPRE scheme has the goal of CPA security, meaning that there is no attacker A
that can break the IBPRE scheme in polynomial time, then the scheme proposed in this paper also
possesses CPA security.

Proof of Theorem 1 Suppose that there exists a probabilistic polynomial-time attacker A that can
break the security of our proposed scheme with a non-negligible advantage; then, we can construct a
challenger B who can break the IBPRE scheme.

Pre-preparation: A provides the user’s ID∗ and timestamp T ∗ that they want to challenge, and
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sends them to B.
Setup: B queries the public parameters pars = (G1,GT , p, g, e,H1,H2) from the IBPRE scheme,

selects a random number s ∈ Z∗p as the master secret key, computes gs as the master public key, and
finally outputs params = (G1,GT , p, g, gs, e,H1,H2) toA.

Query 1: A can make the following two types of queries:
1) Query for the private key: IfA provides a user’s ID, and if ID , ID∗, B calculates sk = H1(ID)s

and returns it toA as the private key.
2) Query for ReKey: For the user’s ID and timestamp T provided by A, if ID , ID∗ and T , T ∗,

B computes the hash value of timestamp T ∈ {0, 1}∗ and maps it to Z∗p, denoted as t ∈ Z∗p. Then,
a random element X ∈ GT is generated, and the RekeyA→B = (Rk1||Rk2) is computed as follows:
Rk1 = X · e(gs,H1(IDB) · gt)r, and Rk2 = e

(
gr, sk−1

A t · H2 (X)
)
. Finally, the RekeyA→B is returned toA.

Challenge: A sends two equally-long encrypted messages M0 and M1 to B. B randomly chooses
b ∈ {0, 1}, encrypts the message Mb to obtain the ciphertext C, and returns it toA.

Query 2: A continues the key query process from Phase 1.
Guess: A outputs a guess value b′ from the set {0, 1}, and if b′ = b,A wins the game.
As the model shows, in the re-encryption key query phase, B generates t as derived from the

mapping of T , and there must exist an element t′ ∈ Z∗p such that t′ = t. For the attacker A, the goal is
to distinguish whether the obtained re-encryption key is generated from the t derived from the
mapping or t′ generated randomly, but t and t′ have the exact same distribution. Therefore, the
advantage of A in the game, denoted as ADV, is the same as that of the IBPRE scheme. Therefore, if
A can successfully break the proposed scheme with advantage ADV, then B can also break the
IBPRE scheme with advantage ADV, which contradicts the known security of the IBPRE scheme.
Thus, the proposed scheme achieves chosen plaintext security.

4.2. Key security

The key security of this scheme mainly involves two components: the master key of the PKG and
the private keys of the users. The scheme assumes that the PKG role is undertaken by a trustworthy
authority; thus, the master key of the PKG can be considered to be effectively protected and will not be
disclosed. Under the premise of ensuring that the master key is not leaked, as long as users can correctly
use their private keys for offline generation, the security of their private keys can be guaranteed.

4.3. Anti-impersonation attacks security

According to the above, this scheme employs the generation of temporary shared keys and random
task assignment to multiple proxy nodes during the proxy re-encryption process to mitigate
impersonation attacks. According to Eqs (3.14) and (3.15), it is evident that malicious node Charles,
in attempting to steal user privacy through impersonation attacks, would need to simultaneously
acquire the temporary shared key (pk t, sk t) and complete re-ciphertext C′ = C′1 ∥ C′2 ∥ C′3 to compute
plaintext M. Therefore, the analysis of potential impersonation attacks in the EMR sharing process
can be divided into the following four cases:

Cases1: The malicious node Charles itself is not a proxy node, and it can make Alice believe
Charles to be a proxy node by means of impersonation or other means.

Through impersonation, Charles may obtain partial information that is required for proxy
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re-encryption; but, based on key security, he cannot obtain the shared private key skB t of data
requester Bob. According to Eq (3.14), even if Charles possesses partial re-ciphertext C′1 and C′3,
without knowledge of the shared private key skB t, he is unable to compute the random element X.
Consequently, he cannot further decipher plaintext M to access shared EMR information, so the
attack fails.

Cases2: The malicious node Charles itself is not a proxy node, and it can make Alice believe that
Charles is the data requesters Bob by means of impersonation or other means.

Through impersonation, Charles may obtain Bob’s shared key (pkB t, skB t) through multi-factor
strong authentication, but the complete re-ciphertexts C′ = C′1 ∥ C′2 ∥ C′3 ultimately remains accepted
by the genuine data requester Bob, inaccessible to Charles. According to Eq (3.14), it is evident that
solely relying on the shared private key skB t does not allow for computation of the random element X.
Consequently, Charles cannot further decipher plaintext M to access shared EMR information, so the
attack fails.

Cases3: The malicious node Charles itself is a proxy node and an encryption proxy node, and it
can convince Alice that Charles is the data requesters Bob by means of impersonation or other means.

Through impersonation, Charles can obtain Bob’s shared key (pkB t, skB t) through multi-factor
strong authentication, and acquire the partial re-ciphertexts C′1 and C′2 required by the encryption
proxy nodes through random task assignment; however, he fails to obtain partial re-ciphertext C′3.
According to Eq (3.14), it is evident that the absence of partial re-ciphertext C′3 prevents the
computation of the random element X. Consequently, Charles cannot further decipher plaintext M to
access shared EMR information, so the attack fails.

Cases4: The malicious node Charles itself is a proxy node and a transmission proxy node, and it
can convince Alice that Charles is the data requesters Bob by means of impersonation or other means.

Through impersonation, Charles can acquire Bob’s shared key (pkB t, skB t) through multi-factor
strong authentication and obtain partial re-ciphertext fragments, represented by C′3 required by the
transmission proxy nodes through random task assignment. Since C′3 is divided into multiple fragments
sent by various transmission proxy nodes to the genuine data requester Bob, Charles can only obtain
the complete partial re-ciphertext C′3 by collaborating with all transmission proxy nodes across the
network. According to Eqs (3.14) and (3.15), even if Charles obtains the complete partial re-ciphertext
C′3 and computes the random element X, the absence of partial re-ciphertexts C′1 and C′2 prevents him
from further deciphering plaintext M to access shared electronic medical record information, so the
attack fails.

Based on the analysis above, the following conclusion can be drawn: For malicious node Charles to
obtain both the temporary shared key (pkB t, skB t) and the complete re-ciphertext C′ = C′1 ∥ C′2 ∥ C′3,
he must jointly control all proxy nodes across the entire network, which would allow him to decrypt
and access shared EMR information. However, in practical applications, controlling all proxy nodes
that are trusted by participants is infeasible. Therefore, this scheme exhibits a high level of security
against impersonation attacks.

4.4. Anti-collusion attack security

If the proxy node is colluding with the data requester, the element X can be calculated by knowing
the ReKey and the shared private key skB t of the data requester, and then the shared private key skA t of
the data owner can be theoretically calculated by inverting Rk2. However, Rk2 is obtained by bilinear
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pairing operation, and its inverse operation involves computing the discrete logarithm problem, which
is a known hard mathematical problem. In addition, even if the attacker can calculate the shared private
key skA t of the data owner by using a large amount of computing power, according to the above scheme
definition, the shared private key skA t is only used to encrypt the shared M and has no other purpose.
At the same time, based on the key security, the system master key is effectively protected and will not
be leaked, and the shared private key skA t can not be used to obtain the user private key of the data
owner through calculation, so the scheme is secure against collusion attack.

5. Scheme analysis

5.1. Comparison of schemes

Table 2 presents a comparison of the IBPRE scheme based on blockchain and identity proxy re-
encryption with similar data security sharing schemes. The scheme developed by Xu et al. [34] fails
to effectively counter collusion and impersonation attacks. The scheme developed by Yao et al. [35]
can realize the real-time update of the encryption key, but it still has vulnerabilities in dealing with
impersonation attacks. The scheme developed by Kan et al. [36] solves the difficulty that the traditional
data deduplication technology cannot eliminate the duplication of encrypted data, but the cloud server
still faces the risk of insufficient storage space. In this scheme, the IPFS distributed storage is used to
solve the problems faced by cloud storage; then, the user’s access control to data is realized through the
use of smart contracts. In the sharing process, the scheme generates the shared key pair (pk t, sk t) based
on the timestamp Tnow, and circumvents the hidden danger caused by impersonation and collusion
attacks by applying the task allocation of multiple proxy nodes. Finally, after the user obtains the
plaintext data, it is verified by the blockchain network according to the hash value to ensure the integrity
of the data.

Table 2. Functional comparison of related schemes.

Function Scheme [34] Scheme [35] Scheme [36] Our Scheme
Distributed data storage × × × ✓
Data access control ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Integrity check × × ✓ ✓
Anti-collusion attack × ✓ ✓ ✓
Anti-impersonation attacks × × ✓ ✓

The scheme measures computational costs by using bilinear and exponential operations, as they
are relatively time-consuming compared to hash operations and non-generator group exponential
operations, which are negligible. te represents one exponential operation on a cyclic group, and tp

represents one bilinear operation; “-” represents no bilinear operation or exponential operation. The
scheme has been compared with the schemes proposed in [34–36], and the results are shown in
Table 3.
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Table 3. Calculation cost comparison for related schemes.

Calculation Cost Scheme [34] Scheme [35] Scheme [36] Our Scheme
Enc 3te + tp 8te + tp te + 2tp 2te + tp

ReEnc 4te + tp te + 2tp tp -
Dnc te + 3tp te + tp 3tp 2tp

Rekey 4te 6te 2te + tp te + 2tp

5.2. Experiments

The hardware environment for this experiment consisted of a server equipped with an Intel Xeon Ice
Lake processor running at a base frequency of 2.7 GHz, with 8 cores CPU, and 32GB RAM. The server
ran a CentOS 7.6 operating system. Additionally, all applications implemented in this experiment were
deployed as containers by using Docker software. The identity-based proxy re-encryption algorithm
was implemented by using the Java Pairing Based Cryptography (JPBC) library, with type A curves
and parameter settings of r = 256 and q = 512. The SHA-256 algorithm was used for hashing. The
local blockchain environment was configured by using the open-source project Chain33 source code,
with modifications made to run and complete the experimental tests.

5.2.1. Blockchain performance testing

First, a performance comparison of the blockchain platforms used was conducted. The
experimental versions of the blockchain platforms were Hyperledger Fabric 1.4.0, Tendermint 0.34.0,
and Chain33 1.65.0. The network consensus nodes of Hyperledger Fabric, Tendermint, and Chain33
blockchain platforms were uniformly set to 4. Two organizations, four peer nodes, one orderer node,
and one CA node were deployed using Docker. The experimental tests were conducted by setting
concurrent request numbers of 200, 600, 1000, 2000, and 3000. The performance comparison of
different blockchain platforms is shown in Figure 5. From Figure 5, it can be observed that at lower
concurrent request numbers, the differences between the three blockchain platforms are small.
However, as the concurrent request numbers increase, the overall transaction performance of the
Chain33 platform surpasses that of the other two platforms.

Subsequently, the transaction processing performance of Chain33 was tested by deploying networks
with 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 validator nodes to assess the performance variation of blockchain networks with
different node counts. In this experiment, different levels of concurrent request loads were set at 200,
600, 1000, 2000, and 3000 transactions per second (TPS). The experimental results for transaction
processing performance in the local blockchain environment are presented in Figure 6.

From Figure 6, it can be observed that as the number of concurrent requests increases, the
performance of blockchain networks with different node counts tends to decrease. This is primarily
due to the impact of network transmission rates. Overall, as concurrency increases, the blockchain
network demonstrates stable performance without timeouts. Regarding the performance of networks
with different numbers of nodes under the same concurrency level, there is a general trend of
decreasing TPS as the number of nodes increases. For example, when the concurrent request count is
2000, the TPS of the blockchain network gradually decreases as the number of nodes increases from 4
to 12 nodes. As the number of nodes in the network increases, communication overhead gradually
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increases, which in turn affects the overall blockchain performance.
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Figure 5. Blockchain platform performance comparison.
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Figure 6. Transaction processing performance comparison.

5.2.2. Proxy re-encryption performance testing

In this experiment, file encryption was performed by using the Advanced Encryption Standard
(AES) algorithm with a 128-bit key length. The time required for this operation depends on the file size
and is not highly correlated with the identity-based proxy re-encryption algorithm itself. Therefore, this
experiment does not include testing for file encryption time. At the same time, based on the theory of
this study, it can be known that the defined plaintext of the scheme is always a fixed length, and the
time cost of proxy re-encryption in the scheme is theoretically a fixed value. Therefore, the time costs
of Rekey generation and proxy re-encryption have been compared, and the time of Rekey generation
or re-encryption is compared by testing 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100 times respectively. In order to ensure the
accuracy of the test data, the time consumption of each test item was tested 100 times and the average
value was taken; the final results are shown in Figures 7 and 8 below.
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From Figure 7, it can be seen that when the number of generated re-encryption keys is relatively
low, our scheme performs similarly to those of [34–36]. However, by increasing the number of
generated re-encryption keys, we found that our scheme’s average time for generating re-encryption
keys is slightly longer than that of the scheme of [34], but it exhibited better performance than the
schemes of [35, 36]. From Figure 8, it can be observed that when the re-encryption frequency is low,
our scheme has a slight advantage over the schemes of [34–36], and as the re-encryption frequency
increases, our scheme’s average re-encryption time relative to the schemes of [34–36], exhibits better
performance. In summary, considering the sharing process of our scheme, although the average time
taken by our scheme to generate re-encryption keys is slightly longer than that of the scheme of [34],
the frequency of generating re-encryption keys in the actual sharing process is relatively low and does
not significantly affect the overall sharing scheme flow. However, the advantage of our scheme in
terms of re-encryption contributes to further enhancing the efficiency of the sharing scheme.
Additionally, the scheme of [34] performs poorly in terms of resisting malicious attacks, while our
scheme can provide stronger security. Therefore, our scheme can offer a more secure sharing
environment while ensuring high efficiency.
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6. Conclusions

This scheme eliminates the potential threat of an impersonation attack by temporarily sharing the
key and randomly assigning multiple proxy node tasks. A random function was used to ensure the
fairness of task allocation of proxy nodes. The method of the IPFS to store ciphertext and index
information on the blockchain solved the problems of a single point of failure in centralized
management and blockchain storage overload. The smart contract has been used to realize the shared
EMR access control of the data requesters, and the shared key is generated according to the
timestamp. Finally, security analysis and experimental tests show that the scheme enables satisfactory
levels of CPA security, key security, anti-impersonation attack security and anti-collusion attack
security, as well as realizes privacy protection and an efficiency guarantee in the sharing process ;
furthermore, it can be applied to the sharing scenario of EMRs. In the future, the research on the
security of EMR sharing can further combine game theory [37–39], optimization [40–42] and
artificial intelligence methods, such as broad learning [43–45] and unsupervised learning [46], to
provide more efficient and secure services for the medical field.
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